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Alphacool Eiswasser
Pastel Red premixed
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Short Description

Alphacool Eiswasser Pastel is a “made in Germany” show coolant. It’s a welcome addition to the wide range of
water cooling components and is perfect for bringing out the best in other components. The visual effect is
stunning: rich colours, maximum colour density and opacity (also known as fog effect), as well as flow
distribution during filling, in a container, or in tubing or HardTubes. The Eiswasser Pastel has modding fans’
hearts skipping a beat.

Description

Alphacool Eiswasser Pastel is a “made in Germany” show coolant. It’s a welcome addition to the wide range of
water cooling components and is perfect for bringing out the best in other components. The visual effect is
stunning: rich colours, maximum colour density and opacity (also known as fog effect), as well as flow
distribution during filling, in a container, or in tubing or HardTubes. The Eiswasser Pastel has modding fans’
hearts skipping a beat.

To amp up the effect even further, most colours are also available in a UV-reactive version. The Alphacool
Eiswasser Pastel UV Series has a cool glow effect under suitable UV lighting. Combined with the Alphacool
Aurora Ring in a transparent reservoir or CPU cooler, UV coolant is truly in its element.

Alphacool Eiswasser Pastel was tested in Alphacool’s lab for over 1.5 years. A lot of focus was placed on
keeping the colour particles, which create that characteristic fog effect, as small as possible. This allows
particle deposits that form after periods of inactivity to break up easily and keeps particles from clumping up.

Features

For use as show coolant for up to one week
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Excellent thermal conductivity
Very low electrical conductivity
Compatible with most synthetic materials, e.g. PVC, NBR, Acetal, Plexiglas, and Nylon
Compatible with most metals, e.g. copper, silver, nickel, and brass
No hazardous materials (no labelling obligation under CLP regulation)

Specifications

Manufacturer: Alphacool

Specification: Ready to use

Content: 1000ml

Color: red

UV - color: Non UV-active

Scope of delivery

1x Alphacool Eiswasser Pastel Red 1000ml

Additional Notes:
Please note that despite many technical improvements, Pastel coolant should not be used as pure modding
or show coolant for longer than one week. After long periods of inactivity, colour particles can form deposits
and possibly clog components or the pump. We recommend running the system daily for at least one hour in
order to avoid or delay particle buildup.

Due to the intensity of the colours, clothing and other materials that come into contact with the colour may
be stained. Please take care not to spill during use.

In order to be able to use a permanently colored system, the Eiswasser liquids of the Crystal series are
suitable for a longer operation!
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Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-18557

Weight 2.0000

Color Red

Fluid Type Pre-Mixed Fluids

Volume 1 liter

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197185578


